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Bring out the Xanax. Anxiety
among Obamacare supporters
is skyrocketing. The bad news
just keeps coming. Aetna
has joined UnitedHealthcare
and Humana in announcing
plans to exit almost all public
marketplaces. Remaining
health insurers are increasing
rates by double-digit margins:
most over 20%; some over 40%.

Enrollment is far below projections. Those
enrolling are disproportionately sick and
high-users of healthcare services. Large percentages
of younger, healthier Americans prefer to pay
modest penalties (hundreds of dollars) rather than
spend thousands on health insurance.
The net results are higher costs and less choice for
health exchange consumers. Bloomberg reports
as many as a quarter of America’s counties, mostly
rural, may only have a single insurer offering ACAcompliant health plans for 2017. With Aetna’s
withdrawal, Pinal County in Arizona currently has
no insurer licensed to provide 2017 coverage.
Given these realities, President Obama and
presidential candidate Hillary Clinton favor creating
a government-run health insurer (termed “the
public option”) to compete with private insurers in
underserved markets. This is a terrible idea.
Top-down, centrally-administered, governmentrun organizations misread or ignore performance
signals, misallocate resources and distort
market function. They operate inefficiently and
generate inferior outcomes. Consider the TSA’s
underwhelming performance.
A better approach is to tinker with Obamacare’s
design and boost its performance.

PURSING OLYMPIC GLORY: “TOP-DOWN” CHINA VS.
“BOTTOM-UP” U.S.
Since the 2008 Beijing Olympics, the U.S. and China have been the two most-prolific medalwinning countries. They compete to win gold, silver and bronze medals, but they employ
polar-opposite approaches to athletic development.
China operates a massive state-sponsored athletic program to find, train and pay future
Olympians. In stark contrast, the private U.S. Olympic and Paralympic Foundation
receives no government funding and supports local efforts to groom Olympic-caliber athletes.
This difference in training models creates “a natural experiment” that can measure the relative
effectiveness of “top-down” and “bottom-up” organizational models. Medals won are the clear
indicators of success.
Winning Olympic medals is an obsession in China. Beginning in the 1950s, the Communist
Party began funding state-run athletic programs to groom world-class athletes. Their
investment includes thousands of sports boarding schools that enroll students at very young
ages and produce 95% of China’s Olympic athletes.
China’s single-minded, state-sponsored pursuit of international athletic glory is losing steam.
The Chinese team won only 26 gold and 70 total medals at the Rio Games, down from
51 and 100 at the 2008 Beijing Games. China’s vaunted gymnastics team won only two
bronze medals. Critics contend training regimens have become too soft. Others note Chinese
parents are less willing to send their young children away to the isolated and grueling sports
boarding schools.
The American approach couldn’t be more different. Young athletes participate voluntarily in
their chosen sports at local clubs with strong parental support. The better athletes emerge
through intense competitions and receive superior coaching at elite, privately-funded training
centers. The American Olympic team is ascendant. It won 121 medals in Rio, a record 51
more than the second-place Chinese team.
The scale of the American athletic training is immense. According to USA Gymnastics, over
5 million young people participate in gymnastics. Three-quarters are girls. Over 900,000 train
100+ days per year. “The Final Five” women gymnasts emerged from this vast talent pool to
represent the U.S. at the Rio Olympics. They won 4 gold and 9 total medals.
This “natural experiment” yields an obvious conclusion. Governments aren’t any better at
picking Olympic champions than they are at picking winning industries or companies.
The best performers do not come through “government selection.” They emerge through a
natural, bottom-up, evolutionary, market-based selection process.

INTELLIGENT MARKET DESIGN
My summer beach reading included
Who Gets What – and Why by Stanford
economist Alvin Roth. Roth has spent
has career studying and engineering
“matching” markets where participants
make purchasing decisions based on more
than product prices.
College selection is an example of a
matching market. Prospective students
and colleges send signals (e.g. through
early admissions) to one another to facilitate appropriate buy-sell
decisions. In almost cases, “fit” matters more than price.
Markets exist to solve problems, such as finding the right colleges for
high school seniors. Markets work best for both buyers and sellers when
they are 1. simple; 2. uncongested; 3. limit unforeseen consequences;
and 4. provide ample choice. Markets underperform and even fail when
they compromise one or more of these 4 characteristics.
Roth stresses that markets require frequent adjustment to function
smoothly. In this sense, economists who “design” markets function
like engineers. Here’s how Roth describes the process of market
design and evolution,

“…not only do marketplaces have to solve the problems of creating
a thick market [with ample choice], managing congestion, and
ensuring that participation is safe and simple, but they also have to
keep solving and resolving these problems as markets evolve.
…market designers can learn a lot about what makes markets
succeed by studying those that fail. …a market design won’t succeed
unless it avoids each of the ways that it could fail. Often the same
competitive impulses that make well-designed markets succeed cause
poorly-designed markets to fail.1

The U.S. “market” for “matching” high-potential athletes to its
Olympic team clearly works. The selection process is straight-forward,
deliberate and fair. Participants respect its outcomes. Its winners excel at
international competitions.
The same cannot be said for U.S. health exchanges. Matching buyers
and sellers of health insurance plans is too complex, contains excessive
financial risk and offers too little choice.
The right policy response to market imperfections is better program
design. As Alvin Roth would suggest, it’s time to bring out the tool kit
and tinker with public exchange mechanics.

Alvin Roth, Who Gets What - and Why, pp. 52-53
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IF THEY’RE BROKE, LET’S FIX ‘EM
The public health exchanges are still young. 2016 is only their third year of operations.
All new markets produce insights and contain surprises. The bullets below chronicle
several insights and surprises from public health exchanges. They should inform and
guide design adjustments to improve marketplace performance.
•

The public exchanges exist to solve the problem of matching individuals who
want to purchase health insurance with companies that want to sell health
insurance.

•

The public exchanges have added roughly 11 million new enrollees who
previously lacked health insurance. This has led to a meaningful reduction in
the percentage of Americans without health insurance.

•

Medicaid enrollment increases have exceeded forecasts across all states, even
those not participating in Obamacare’s Medicaid expansion program. Some of
this increased enrollment emanates from a “welcome mat” effect. Publicity for
Obamacare has stimulated Medicaid-eligible Americans to enroll in greater
numbers. Advertising works.

•

Performance among health exchanges is variable. Several are running well,
have ample plan selections and enlightened state regulation. For example,
California limits out-of-pocket drug costs and may drop health plans that
don’t meet targeted quality standards.

•

Disproportionately sick people have purchased higher-cost, higher benefit
health plans. This has created a horrific “adverse selection” problem for health
insurance companies. Knowing they have significant treatment needs, new
enrollees are transferring treatment payment risk to health plans.

•

Special enrollment provisions are too liberal. They allow individual subscribers to
game the system. Too many enrollees purchase coverage only when they need it.

•

Public exchange consumers are price-sensitive. They disproportionately purchase
lower-cost plans with limited networks.

•

Young people disproportionately buy the lowest-cost plans or elect to remain
uninsured (and pay a modest penalty).
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IF THEY’RE BROKE, LET’S FIX ‘EM (CONT.)
•

Many subscribers cannot afford the high deductibles and
co-pays embedded in their health plans.

•

To attract new members, many commercial health insurers
priced their plans too aggressively. They also relied on broad,
expensive coverage networks. These self-imposed decisions
have contributed to significant operating losses.

•

Selecting the right plan for many consumers has been a
complex and frustrating experience.

•

Many, particularly rural, markets have limited health
plan choices.

•

Health insurance coverage does not improve preventive care
and chronic disease management. For example, increased
coverage has not reduced emergency room visits.

None of these challenges is fatal, but their collective impact is
substantial. There will be significant near-term negative impacts in
most public exchange marketplaces. These include higher prices,
less plan choice and very high deductibles.
Fortunately, there are many concrete steps that government
regulators and private market participants can take to enhance
performance of public exchanges. Some are easy. They include
better educational materials and more focused marketing to
potential young enrollees. Independent assessments of health
plan offerings and enhanced selection counseling can improve
consumer decision-making.
The government is already tightening special enrollment provisions
to limit subscriber “gaming.” In many markets, private insurers
are experimenting with new coverage models that they believe can
operate profitably. These include narrow network products (Oscar)
and plans that offer enhanced primary care services (Harken).
Some desirable fixes will require legislation. Loosening rate
formularies would enable health plans to price policies for younger
people more aggressively. Individual mandate penalties should
be higher to discourage non-enrollment. Targeted subsidies can
work more effectively. The government could improve and extend
“risk-corridor” protections for health insurers to incentivize tighter
pricing for health plan offerings.
There are many more policy initiatives marketplace designers
could use to improve the public exchanges. Bring them on. It’s
time to roll up our sleeves, get to work and fix what’s broken on
the public exchanges.

MORE ADAM SMITH. LESS MAO ZEDONG

The good news is that the public exchange marketplaces
are evolving and getting better at allocating scarce
resources efficiently. Private-company engagement and
enlightened government regulation can and will improve
their marketplace design and performance.
Given time and intelligent design, the health exchange
markets will achieve equilibrium by balancing prices,
coverage, subsidies and regulation. This is the path to
more expansive, appropriate and affordable healthcare
insurance for more Americans.
As with the selection of U.S. Olympians, we need to let
the marketplace determine the fitness of individual health
plan offerings. We need to trust that bottom-up, resultsoriented processes will meet consumers’ healthcare needs
as it does so effectively in other industries.
Importantly, we must resist the temptation of
government-run health insurance plans. The “public
option” will underwhelm and underperform. Despite
massive investment, it would win even fewer medals than
Chinese gymnasts did at the Rio Olympics.
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